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AULA 1 

Sintaxe e Teoria da linguagem 

 

Epígrafes 

 
“One of the great breakthroughs of modern science was  
to be willing to be puzzled about things that seemed obvious”. 
 
Noam Chomsky, 
Problems of knowledge and freedom, 2011 

 

“Nada é evidente.  
Nada é gratuito.  

Tudo é construído”. 
 

Gaston Bachelard, 
A formação do espírito científico, 1938 
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A Faculdade da Linguagem: Do inatismo. 

“A human language is a system of remarkable complexity. To come to know a human language would be an extraordinary 
intellectual achievement for a creature not specifically designed to accomplish this task. A normal child acquires this knowlwdge 
on relatively slight exposure and without specific training. He can then quite effortlessly make use of an intricate structure of 
specific rules and guiding principles to convey his thoughts and feelings to others, arousing in them novel ideas and subtle  
perceptions and judgments”.  
 
(Chomsky, 1975:4)  

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(Hauser, Chomsky & Fitch, 2002). 

tral changes) and more central levels (e.g.,
conceptual and cognitive structures, pragmat-
ics, memory limitations).

At least three theoretical issues cross-cut
the debate on language evolution. One of the
oldest problems among theorists is the
“shared versus unique” distinction. Most cur-
rent commentators agree that, although bees
dance, birds sing, and chimpanzees grunt,
these systems of communication differ qual-
itatively from human language. In particular,
animal communication systems lack the rich
expressive and open-ended power of human
language (based on humans’ capacity for re-
cursion). The evolutionary puzzle, therefore,
lies in working out how we got from there to
here, given this apparent discontinuity. A sec-
ond issue revolves around whether the evo-
lution of language was gradual versus salta-
tional; this differs from the first issue because
a qualitative discontinuity between extant
species could have evolved gradually, involv-
ing no discontinuities during human evolu-
tion. Finally, the “continuity versus exapta-
tion” issue revolves around the problem of
whether human language evolved by gradual
extension of preexisting communication sys-
tems, or whether important aspects of lan-
guage have been exapted away from their
previous adaptive function (e.g., spatial or
numerical reasoning, Machiavellian social
scheming, tool-making).

Researchers have adopted extreme or in-
termediate positions regarding these basically

independent questions, leading to a wide
variety of divergent viewpoints on the evo-
lution of language in the current literature.
There is, however, an emerging consensus
that, although humans and animals share a
diversity of important computational and
perceptual resources, there has been sub-
stantial evolutionary remodeling since we
diverged from a common ancestor some 6
million years ago. The empirical challenge
is to determine what was inherited un-
changed from this common ancestor, what
has been subjected to minor modifications,
and what (if anything) is qualitatively new.
The additional evolutionary challenge is to
determine what selectional pressures led to
adaptive changes over time and to under-
stand the various constraints that channeled
this evolutionary process. Answering these
questions requires a collaborative effort
among linguists, biologists, psychologists,
and anthropologists.

One aim of this essay is to promote a
stronger connection between biology and
linguistics by identifying points of contact
and agreement between the fields. Al-
though this interdisciplinary marriage was
inaugurated more than 50 years ago, it has
not yet been fully consummated. We hope
to further this goal by, first, helping to
clarify the biolinguistic perspective on lan-
guage and its evolution (2–7). We then
review some promising empirical ap-
proaches to the evolution of the language

faculty, with a special focus on
comparative work with non-
human animals, and conclude
with a discussion of how in-
quiry might profitably advance,
highlighting some outstanding
problems.

We make no attempt to be
comprehensive in our coverage of
relevant or interesting topics and
problems. Nor is it our goal to
review the history of the field.
Rather, we focus on topics that
make important contact between
empirical data and theoretical po-
sitions about the nature of the lan-
guage faculty. We believe that if
explorations into the problem of
language evolution are to progress,
we need a clear explication of the
computational requirements for
language, the role of evolutionary
theory in testing hypotheses of
character evolution, and a research
program that will enable a produc-
tive interchange between linguists
and biologists.

Defining the Target: Two
Senses of the Faculty of
Language

The word “language” has highly divergent
meanings in different contexts and disci-
plines. In informal usage, a language is un-
derstood as a culturally specific communica-
tion system (English, Navajo, etc.). In the
varieties of modern linguistics that concern
us here, the term “language” is used quite
differently to refer to an internal component
of the mind/brain (sometimes called “internal
language” or “I-language”). We assume that
this is the primary object of interest for the
study of the evolution and function of the
language faculty. However, this biologically
and individually grounded usage still leaves
much open to interpretation (and misunder-
standing). For example, a neuroscientist
might ask: What components of the human
nervous system are recruited in the use of
language in its broadest sense? Because any
aspect of cognition appears to be, at least in
principle, accessible to language, the broadest
answer to this question is, probably, “most of
it.” Even aspects of emotion or cognition not
readily verbalized may be influenced by lin-
guistically based thought processes. Thus,
this conception is too broad to be of much
use. We therefore delineate two more restrict-
ed conceptions of the faculty of language, one
broader and more inclusive, the other more
restricted and narrow (Fig. 2).

Faculty of language— broad sense
(FLB). FLB includes an internal computa-
tional system (FLN, below) combined with
at least two other organism-internal sys-

Fig. 2. A schematic representation of organism-external and -internal factors related to the faculty of language.
FLB includes sensory-motor, conceptual-intentional, and other possible systems (which we leave open); FLN
includes the core grammatical computations that we suggest are limited to recursion. See text for more
complete discussion.
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A Recursividade 

"The Narrow Faculty of Language includes the core grammatical computations that we suggest are limited to recursion" (Hauser, Chomsky & Fitch, 2002). 

 

João amava Teresa. 

João amava Teresa que amava Raimundo. 

João amava Teresa que amava Raimundo que amava Maria. 

João amava Teresa que amava Raimundo que amava Maria que amava Joaquim. 

João amava Teresa que amava Raimundo que amava Maria que amava Joaquim que amava Lili. 

João amava Teresa que amava Raimundo que amava Maria que amava Joaquim que amava Lili que não amava ninguém. 

 
O triângulo fractal de Sierpinsky ilustra a recursividade nas línguas naturais, descrita por Chomsky como traço 
distintivo da faculdade da linguagem no sentido estrito proposto em um artigo recentemente publicado na revista 
Science. 
 
* Línguas o ilustra triângulo a Sierpinsky fractal  de por recursividade nas descrita naturais  como Chomsky traço  
da distintivo faculdade  no linguagem em da  proposto  sentido artigo estrito  revista recentemente um Science 
publicado na. 
 
O triângulo ilustra a recursividade nas línguas naturais;  * Triângulo o  ilustra a  línguas  nas recursividade naturais. 
 
Uma observação trivial: 

A sequência entre alguns dos itens lexicais parece ser indissolúvel em alguns pontos de uma dada sentença. 

 
o triângulo        >  * o | triângulo, *triângulo o  > [o triângulo] 
de Sierpinsky         > *  de | Sierpinsky, *Sierpinsky de   > [de Sierpinsky] 
Ou:  
A casa da Sandrinha é alta   > [A casa da Sandrinha] [é alta], *A casa da [Sandrinha é alta]      (Perini 2006:47) 
     (embora [Sandrinha é alta] seja uma unidade de sentido possível em outras circunstâncias). 
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Algumas perguntas (triviais?): 

Por que é assim? 
Como isso se dá? 
Como podemos descrever essas propriedades da língua? 

 
Sobre a notação formal 

O Zé matou a aula de hoje 
 
(a) 

(   (      O Zé )    (     (    matou  (       a aula (     de hoje))))) 
(S (SN O Zé )    (SV (V matou  (SN a aula  (SP de hoje))))) 

(b) 
        S  

   
      SN   SV  

    O Zé        
    V  SN 

     matou          
           SN          SP 
          a aula        de hoje 
 

A aula de hoje matou o Zé 
 
(a) 

(   (      A aula (     de hoje)) (     (    matou (       o Zé )))) 
(S (SN A aula (SP de hoje)) (SV (V matou (SN  o Zé ))) 

(b) 
 S  

   
 SN   SV  

        
SN           SP  V  SN 
A aula         de hoje matou   o Zé   

 Triângulo de Sierpinsky - Algoritmo: 
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Materiais complementares: Palestras e debates 
(todos os materiais complementares estão disponíveis ou linkados em http://disciplinas.stoa.usp.br/mod/page/view.php?id=971) 
 
 
o Human Nature: Justice versus Power   

("The Chomsky-Foucault Debate") 
Noam Chomsky e Michel Foucault, 1971 
(vídeo parcial legendado e transcrição na íntegra) 
 

o The Ideas of Chomsky  
Noam Chomsky, 1977 
(Entrevista na BBC, vídeo)  
 

o The Idea of Universality in Linguistics and Human Rights, Noam Chomsky, 
2005 
(Conferência da série MIT Lectures; vídeo na íntegra) 
 

o "How have your ideas over Universal Grammar changed over the years?" 
(Resposta de Noam Chomsky em palestra na série AuthorsAtGoogle, 2008, vídeo) 
 

o Problems of Knowledge & Freedom,  
Noam Chomsky, 2011 
(Entrevista na Universidade de Sydney, vídeo na íntegra) 
 

o "What's the connection between Chomsky's theory of linguistics and his 
political orientation"? 
Steven Pinker 
(Em debate com Samuel Jay Keyser no MIT; vídeo na íntegra) 

 
 

  

 
 


